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SEARCHING FOR GOD IN THE RUBBLE IN HAITI 
 

-Sr. Hazeline shares her experience in earthquake-devastated Haiti in an interview with Sr. Rose- 
 
What  was your reaction when asked to go to Haiti by the Ministry of Health in Jamaica? 
  

       Deep down I knew my answer was “Yes” – but I wanted to talk with Rose and Catherine first. 
I felt humbled and privileged  to be chosen by the Chief Nursing Officer from among so many other 
Primary Health Care personnel, and especially because (as one co-worker said) she recognized  me as 
a compassionate woman. 
 We were to be a team of 25 Health personnel comprising the best orthopaedic  surgeons in 
Jamaica, nurses, anaesthetists , public health persons – I was the only Public Health Nurse in  
the group.  In addition, 150 soldiers from the Jamaica Defence Force (JDF) who were there for  
search and rescue but also to provide us with security.  There were also persons from the  
Jamaica Fire Brigade. 
 
How much time did you have and what were your feelings as you prepared to leave? 
 
 I had about 24 hours, but in fact gained more time because the plane was delayed  leaving  
due to problems landing in Haiti. My feelings were mixed: anxious to get there and begin the work 
ahead of me, but also apprehensive about  what I knew was going to be a very challenging situation. 
 
What were your first reactions and feelings when you landed in Haiti? 
 
 This was 3 days after the earthquake, and 8 hours after leaving home in Barbican Ave.  On 
landing in Haiti my greatest need was for a bathroom, but the toilet at the airport was so dirty (because 
of lack of water) that I couldn’t use it!!  That was the first sign of the hardship I  was to face.  The airport  
was completely non-functional so there was no way of getting help. 
  
 The Haitian people looked lost, frightened, bewildered and hungry.  They gathered in little 
groups  on the streets – I suppose to find comfort in each other.  Every building I saw lay flat on the 
ground –crumbled in a heap of rubble and dust.  There were make-shift  tents of sticks and sheets.  The 
sight and smell of decaying bodies and swarming flies was repulsive.  I was tempted to question God: 
How could you allow this to happen to a people who had endured  so much already?  A deep feeling of 
sadness came over me.  Then I shifted into a non-feeling mode;  the only way I coped was trying not to 
feel anything – not emotion, not hunger, not thirst …..I just tried to direct every bit of energy I had into 
caring for the sick and suffering  people around me. 
 
Tell me about the actual work you did there. 
 
Nothing was organized for us;  we had no idea where to begin, so the leader of our team set about 
making contacts.  In  less than 3hours after arriving we were on our way to a disused building which 
became our  “hospital”.  The doctors set up an operating theatre where over 100 amputations were 
done in just over a  week;  the nurses set up a maternity wing where we delivered babies;  we treated 
children for gastroenteritis, and of course, we cleaned and dressed many, many infected wounds each 



day. 
This became the “Jamaican hospital” because we were in charge of the activities here.  It was here that I  
worked for the 10 days  - except for one day when I went with a team into the hills to give medical help – 
mostly dressing wounds -  and giving out care-packages, water and food.  Wherever we went we had the JDF 
for security – and we had to obey them! 
 
Life for us was very busy because once word went out that we were offering organized service, people came  
flocking and we could barely cope.  We were grateful for the help of some Canadian and US volunteers. 
Our day was long; rising at 5 a.m. and returning to camp at 8 p.m. followed by a Team meeting for  
de-briefing and arranging assignments.  We worked non-stop, and I am proud of the hard work and quality 
service we were able to give – proud and grateful that there were no deaths among the people we served. 
The Haitian people were very grateful and expressed it like this:  God saved us first, and the Jamaicans saved  
us second – (referring to our work at the hospital). 
 
How did you manage for food, water, sleep …..? 
 
We slept in an army tent – both male and female, tightly packed  -  forget privacy!!  Our beds were army  
cots and blankets.  We were mostly without electricity until towards the end when a generator (which had 
to be used sparingly because of the scarcity of petrol), and a shower  were installed. A pit-toilet had been 
set up earlier.  Our meals were MRE (meals ready to eat) from the US army.  These were life-savers – but I 
am so glad to get back to Jamaican food!!  We had bottled water which we used for drinking and also for 
keeping ourselves fresh and clean.  Our camp was very near the airport so sleeping was a noisy experience 
as we had the noise of the planes constantly.  Surprisingly, I was able to overcome the language barrier. We 
had some amateur interpreters – but I had to tell them once that they were not translating what I said!! 
 
What was your most memorable experience in Haiti? 
 

One day, a 14-year old girl was laughing - (she had had an amputation). I asked her what she was laughing 
about.  She said: “Because I am alive!”  Her school had collapsed and most of her classmates were dead. 
In the anguish, sorrow, pain and sadness there were signs of hope:  the sun shone brightly, babies were being born, 
people began to smile again and say “thank you”, they could sing in their pain and loss. I was struck by the generosity 
and love of the people who came from all over the world to help, risking their lives (the constant after-shock tremors 
reminded us that there was still danger), giving up their comforts of life to be present to the Haitian people in their hour 
of desperate need. 
 
The situation was dire:  lack of water, food, privacy, destruction and devastation all around, language barrier,  foul 
smell of decaying flesh … and the flies which were forever getting in the way …. In all of this I was made to realize 
that God gives the necessary graces and strength to cope – even (or most of all) when I felt it was beyond me. 
 
What would you say was your main source of strength during those 10 days? 
 
I felt uplifted and supported by the prayer of my Congregation, family and friends. This was very real.       
The knowledge and awareness that I was involved in a service of compassion, and that this was so much 
more than me and what I was able to do …. that this was God’s work. 
Also,  the strong bond among all the Jamaicans helping in Haiti (including the media reporters):  this came 
from knowing we were all focused  on the single goal of helping the Haitians. 
 
Have you any regrets? 
 
I would have liked to stay a bit longer because there is still so much need, but the Ministry of Health  
(Jamaica) set a limit of no longer than 10 days at a time because of the emotional trauma  which could 
follow and experience like this. 
One other regret:  I did not have a chance to say goodbye to some special people because the word to 
leave work and get on the coastguard boat came very suddenly … and I did not want to be left behind! 
 
Would you return to Haiti to give further service? 
 
Yes! – if even to be a sign to the Haitian people that God loves and cares for them … that they are not 
being punished by God (as some are telling them). 



I also know well that for a long time the Haitian people will need the help and support of the whole world. 
I know that their medical needs will still be great, and I know now that I can cope. 
 
Is there something special you would like to say to our Sisters in the Congregation, your family and friends? 
 
We cannot take anything for granted.  The experience in Haiti made me realize that everything we have and  
enjoy is luxury:  time and place to pray, sleep, relaxation, water to drink and bathe, fresh clean air to breathe 
the roof over our head, a bed to sleep in, food to eat ………..  all this could be taken from us in a spit second. 
And then what?! 
I was struck by the fact that the earthquake asked no questions about who or where to strike.  President and  
Ministers of Government, bishops, priests and Sisters, professionals and labourers, rich and poor, young and 
old - - all were brought to the same level of existence.  I had a similar feeling in our tent  where everyone  
had to make do with the same living situation.  This was a good lesson:  status, position and power – 
these  too will pass. 
 
I really felt that the whole Congregation was present with me as I shared in the pain and suffering of the 
Haitian people.  This helped me to cope with  many difficult moments.  Thank you each one for this and for  
your e-mail messages of support, prayers, and welcome home. 
 
It is during experiences like this that one appreciates being a Servant of Mary.  I am grateful that I am a part 
of Community with each one of you.  
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